
NO ASSEMBLY 

SAFE + SECURE

HEAVY DUTY

COST EFFECTIVE

5 DAY LEAD TIME
All Plus cabinets are built and shipped 
within five days of the order. This 
includes Plus options and a choice of 
nine color options.

At Strong Hold, products ship 
completely assembled and ready to 
use. Don’t waste time on assembly, 
shelving installation, setup or 
on-site modifications.

Each cabinet features a 3-point 
locking system, which can be secured 
with a standard padlock. 

Strong Hold builds strong, 
dependable industrial storage 
solutions using heavy-duty, 12 gauge 
steel. Cabinets are precision-cut with 
lasers, formed, welded, steam-cleaned 
and coated.

All Strong Hold products are backed 
by a 99-year warranty, whereas lighter 
gauge options typically need to be 
replaced and can’t hold up to the 
tough environments like a Strong Hold.

Organization has never looked this good. Strong Hold Plus combines the durability of an original Strong Hold with 
new technology and your personal touch. The Plus Cabinet line offers a simple solution to further personalize your 
cabinet all in one place, saving you valuable time and stress.  

ABOUT STRONG HOLD® PLUS™

SINGLE SHIFT INDUSTRIAL CABINET

Organization has become increasingly important, so we’ve added new 
features to simplify daily routines. Each cabinet in the Strong Hold® 
Plus™ line comes standard with the following options. 

KEY FEATURES

1 (800) 880-2625
strongholdplus.com

CAB000001
CAB000002
CAB000003
CAB000004
CAB000005

36”x 20”x 72”
36”x 24”x 72”
48”x 24”x 72”
60”x 24”x 72”
72”x 24”x 72”

78”
78”
78”
78”
78”

4
4
4
4
4

1900
1900
1200
1650
1525

435
475
573
699
856

PRODUCT 
NUMBER

DIMENSIONS
(W x D x H)

OAH SHELVES SHELF
CAPACITY

WEIGHT
(lbs.)

ONE-PIECE BODY
Minimizes welds and 
increases strength

EXTERIOR LABEL
3”x 4” interchangeable label

CAST HANDLE
Padlock hasp, 3/8” 
angle receiver

8 GAUGE HINGES
Eliminates sag and 
maintains operation of doors

7 GAUGE LEGS
Minimizes damage from 
transportation, 6” sweep space, 
3/4” hole for anchoring

MAGNETIC WHITE BOARD
Dry-erase pen and pen 
holder included

FLUSH BOTTOM
Easy cleaning

SHELF DIVIDERS
Galvanized, creates simple 
storage organization

12 GAUGE DOORS
Interlocking, 1” return flange, 
210º range of motion

3-POINT LOCKING SYSTEM
Improves overall security, 
secure with standard padlock

GALVANIZED SHELVES
Adjustable, reflects 100% 
more light than standard 
painted shelving

SHELF LABELS
Interchangeable, magnetic, 
plastic sleeve for label

COLOR OPTIONS
Choose from nine 
standard colors

DOUBLE SHIFT INDUSTRIAL CABINET

CAB000006
CAB000007
CAB000008
CAB000009

36”x 20”x 72”
48”x 24”x 72”
60”x 24”x 72”
72”x 24”x 72”

78”
78”
78”
78”

8
8
8
8

950
600
825
765

544
642
740
838

PRODUCT 
NUMBER

DIMENSIONS
(W x D x H)

OAH SHELVES SHELF
CAPACITY

WEIGHT
(lbs.)



SINGLE SHIFT VS DOUBLE SHIFT

36” x 20” x 72”
36” x 24” x 72”
48” x 24” x 72”
60” x 24” x 72”
72” x 24” x 72”

The single-shift cabinet features one compartment 
secured with a 3-point locking system. The double-shift 
cabinet includes two separate compartments, each with 
the ability to be secured individually.

Standard Clear View Ventilated

Save time by personalizing your Strong Hold Plus cabinet 
up front. Choose from any of these additional options for 
added organization or security. 

Choose from one of five standard 
cabinet sizes to determine the best 
fit for your work space (W x D x H)

Stick with a standard, solid door or upgrade to a clear view 
or ventilated door. Both clear view and ventilated doors 
give you the ability to keep cabinet contents visible while 
remaining secure. 

QUOTE PROCESS

DOOR TYPE

COLOR OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

CABINET DIMENSIONS

According to a study conducted by a 
Boston marketing firm, the average 
American wastes 55 minutes a day, 
almost two weeks per year, looking for 
misplaced items. If something doesn’t 
have a specific place, storage solutions 
can quickly become a chaotic mess. 
Equipment is thrown on top of each 
other, pushed to the back and 
forgotten about. 

Strong Hold Plus helps you Control the 
Chaos™ and stay organized by keeping 
track of tools, supplies and inventory.  

WHY STRONG HOLD® PLUS™

99-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
It’s simple. Purchase a Strong Hold 
Plus™ cabinet and it comes with a 
99-year limited warranty. Should your 
cabinet ever fail due to a defect from 
materials or original construction, 
Strong Hold will repair or replace your 
product, free of charge. For additional 
warranty information, please refer to 
www.strongholdplus.com

AMERICAN MADE
We take pride in creating quality, 
heavy-duty products. Every product 
built by Strong Hold is proudly made 
in the USA.


